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Webex Contact Center Overview
Contact centers of multisourcing enterprises leverage a combination of sourcing solutions, including captive,
outsourced, and offshore. The typical multisource contact-center environment is organizationally complex,
consisting of sites located all over the world, and staffed by direct company employees and/or outsourced
agents.

In this environment, most locations operate independently and use disparate contact center technologies,
including routing, administrative solutions, and reporting tools. This combination of tools and technologies
makes both management and quality monitoring across different locations extremely challenging.

Cisco’s Webex Contact Center offers a unique solution that combines contact center and IP technologies in
a global call management service. The Webex Contact Center solution is built on the Cisco Midpoint Call
Management ® technology, a centralized control point for managing and monitoring calls and contacts across
a heterogeneous contact center environment.

Offered as a cloud service, Webex Contact Center provides enterprises with full control over their global
contact center queues and creates the appearance of a single, unified contact center environment. Calls, chats,
and emails are distributed to the contact center sites where agents are available. When agents are occupied,
contacts are queued centrally so they can be serviced by the next available agent irrespective of the physical
location of the agent.

In the voice context, by queuing calls centrally, enterprises can offload the queuing function from their
premises-based equipment, thus achieving substantial cost savings in telecom hardware, toll charges, and
bandwidth use. More importantly, a call can be directed to the next available agent at any site. And because
the endpoint of the call can be anywhere around the globe,Webex Contact Center seamlessly integrates remote
agents and at-home agents into the enterprise’s multisource contact center environment.
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About Sites, Teams, Entry Points, and Queues
AWebex Contact Center tenant is an enterprise that has contact centers at one or more sites. The enterprise
also has entry points for incoming contacts that are associated with queues. Incoming contacts can be toll-free
numbers for voice calls, designated email addresses for emails, or chats with agents. For example, an enterprise
that is named Acme might have an entry point that is named Welcome. Welcome classifies contacts into
AcmeBilling and distributes to teams of agents in Chicago, Manila, and Bangalore.

Each Webex Contact Center tenant profile consists of sites, teams, entry points, and queues.

• A site is a physical contact center location under the control of the enterprise or an outsourcer. For
example, Acme might have sites in Chicago, Manila, and Bangalore.

• A team is a group of agents at a specific site who handle a particular type of contact. For example, Acme
might have teams at their Chicago site that are named Chi_Billing, Chi_Sales, and
Chi_GoldCustomerService, and teams at their Bangalore site named Bgl_Billing,
Bgl_GoldCustomerService, and Bgl_Experts. Agents can be assigned to more than one team, but an
agent can service only one team at a time.

• An entry point is the initial landing place for the customer contacts on theWebex Contact Center system.
For the voice contacts, typically one or more toll-free or dial numbers are associated with an entry point.
IVR call treatment is performed while a call is in the entry point.

• A queue is where active contacts are kept while they await handling by an agent. Contacts are moved
from the entry point into a queue and are distributed to agents.

Tenants that use the outdial feature are also configured with at least one outdial entry point and one outdial
queue.

Telecom managers, contact center managers, and other representatives of the enterprise who are authorized
to access the Webex Contact Center service have a view of contact center activity at their enterprise through
the Webex Contact Center Management Portal.

In addition to sites, teams, entry points, and queues, the Provisioning module of the Webex Contact Center
Management Portal provides an interface to add agents and assign them to teams. Each agent is configured
with an agent profile, a value that determines the agent’s permission levels and Agent Desktop behaviors,
including which wrap-up and idle codes are available to the agent. Thus, you should add wrap-up and idle
codes before you define agent profiles, and define agent profiles before you define agents. If your enterprise
is provisioned with the optional skills-based routing feature, you should also add skills and skill profiles before
you define teams and agents.

Webex Contact Center Management Portal
You can access the Webex Contact Center Management Portal through a web browser. The Portal provides
access to Webex Contact Center modules that enable authorized users to perform various tasks such as:

• View real-time and historical contact center data

• Silently monitor interactions directed to destination sites

• Create agent accounts and other contact center resources
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• Create and edit scheduled contact routing strategies and team capacity strategies to control contact
treatment and distribution

In addition, the Webex Contact Center Management Portal landing page displays graphs of real-time and
historical call activity and current agent status.

Your assigned user profile determines your access to Webex Contact Center modules and functionality.

For information about how to access and work with the Webex Contact Center Management Portal, see
Supported Browsers for Management Portal.

Webex Contact Center Modules
After you sign in to the Management Portal, click the module on the navigation bar that you want to access.
If the navigation bar is collapsed, click the navigation button on the top-left corner of the Management Portal
landing page to expand it. If you can't see a module in your interface, then either you don’t have the appropriate
permissions to access the module, or it’s an optional module that your enterprise doesn’t have license to.

The following table describes the modules that authorized users can access through theWebex Contact Center
Management Portal.

DescriptionModule

Allows authorized users to create, view, and edit the settings that are provisioned
for the enterprise. The module provides access to the Audit Trail, Agent Skills
Report, Provisioned Items Report, and Provisioned Skills Report.

Provisioning

Allows authorized users to segment, profile, and visualize the data in contact center
systems. Themodule also helps to identify the key variables that impact productivity
and desired business outcomes. For more information, see Webex Contact Center
Analyzer User Guide.

Reporting and
Analytics

Allows authorized users of the Analyzer module to incorporate customer data into
the Webex Contact Center environment for custom routing.

Business Rules

Allows authorized users to access the Desktop interface for handling customer
contacts and supervisor capabilities. For more information, see Webex Contact
Center Agent Desktop User Guide.

Agent Desktop

Provides a web-based user interface to manage and configure contact handling
strategies. Authorized users can create and schedule global routing and team capacity
strategies, and alter them in real time in response to changes in business dynamics.
For more information, see Contact Routing.

Routing Strategy

Allows authorized users to view information aboutWeb callback requests. For more
information, see View a Web Callback Request Report.

Web Callback Request
Report
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DescriptionModule

Allows authorized users to silently monitor the quality of service being delivered
across their multisource contact centers. The power of the Webex Contact Center
service lies in the unique ability to monitor any call across any site. Through a
simplified web interface, users can select the queue, team, site, or agent that they
want to silently monitor. Authorized users can provide instructions to the monitored
agent without being heard by the caller, and can join a call being monitored and
participate in the conversation. For more information, see Monitor Calls.

Call Monitoring

Optional module that allows authorized users to record calls.Call Recording

Optional module that allows authorized users to search for and play calls recorded
through the Webex Contact Center Call Recording feature. For more information,
see Recording Management.

RecordingManagement

Allows authorized users to view details about provisioning changes made for their
enterprise and export the data to a data analysis tool, such as Microsoft Excel. For
more information, see Access Audit Trail Reports.

Audit Trail

About Time Zones
All dates and times displayed on the Webex Contact Center Management Portal and in the Webex Contact
Center modules reflect the time zone that is provisioned for the enterprise with the following exceptions:

• Dates and times displayed on the main pages of the Real-Time Reports and Call Monitoring modules
reflect the browser time.

• Time values in routing strategies are based on the time zone that is provisioned for the entry point or
queue. If no time zone is specified, the time zone is provisioned for the enterprise.

Dates are converted to UTC time when they are saved to the database, so the system behavior, such as
time-of-day routing, is applied universally across the multi-site contact center network, regardless of which
time zones the sites are located in. The system filters the historical reports based on the enterprise time zone.

To specify a different time zone for displaying the time values in routing strategies, see View routing strategies
by time zone.

When you edit a tenant time zone, you must relogin to see the changes.Note

PCI compliance
Webex Contact Center is fully Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliant to protect customer organizations
from data loss while using voice and digital channels. We protect and secure PCI data and related information
in strict adherence to the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS). This compliance enables
you to:

• Prevent logging and storing of any sensitive information that is related to PCI data.
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• Mask and encrypt customer sensitive information such as debit or credit card details.

• Drop attachments if PCI data is detected.

• Restrict attachments in the email and chat services if it contains cardholder information.

• Allow administrators to configure either to reject or drop the email or chat content if it has PCI data in
the email subject line or email or chat body.

In Webex Contact Center, PCI is enabled by default.

With PCI enabled, the following file types are supported across all digital channels for inline and regular
attachments:

".dotx", ".xlshtml", ".dothtml", ".xlthtml", ".pub", ".pptmhtml", ".xlsx", ".xlsb", ".pdf", ".xlt", ".dotm",
".pubmhtml", ".odt", ".xps", ".ppam", ".rtf", ".xml", ".dot", ".html", ".doc", ".ppt", ".xls", ".xlam", ".ods",
".xltx", ".pptxml", ".pot", ".shtml", ".mht", ".xltm", ".ppthtml", ".pothtml", ".pubhtml", ".xlsm", ".mhtml",
".pps", ".eml", ".msg", ".pdfxml", ".xhtml", ".txt"

Embedded images aren’t supported in attachments.Note
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